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present. Hence- he does not create culture, but merely
existence. It is the privilege and task of riper age, that has
passed the meridian of life, to produce culture.
The soul of Europe is torn by the hellish barbarism of
the war. While all men's hands are full in repairing the
outer damage, the woman begins—unconsciously as ever—
to heal the inner wounds, and to do this she needs, as her most
important instrument, the psychic or human relationship.
But nothing hinders this more than the exclusiveness of the
mediaeval marriage, because it makes relationship super-
fluous. Relationship is only possible where there is a certain
psychic distance, just as morality must always presuppose
freedom. For this reason the unconscious tendency of
woman is towards a weakening of marriage, but not towards
the destruction of the marriage and family ideal. That
would be not only immoral, but a thoroughly pathological
outgrowth.
In what way this goal is to be achieved in the individual
case, would take volumes of case-material to describe. It
is the way of woman, as of nature, to make use of indirect
ways without naming a goal. But the goal is inherent in
her reactions. Often she acts in a purposeful way to invisible
dissatisfactions, with moods, affects, . opinions, and acts,
whose apparent senselessness, poisonousness, morbidity,
or cold-blooded ruthlessness, is infinitely uncomfortable
to the erotically blind man.
The indirect method of the woman is dangerous; it can
hopelessly compromise her aim. Therefore the modern
woman longs for greater consciousness, for meaning, and
the power of naming her goal in order to escape from the
blind dynamism of nature. She seeks it in theosophyand
in every other possible unreality. In any other age it would
have been the prevailing religion that would have shown her
her ultimate goal; but to-day religious teaching leads back
to the Middle Ages, back to that unrelatedness which resists
culture, and out of which came all the fearful barbarities

